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A bstract satellite is usually not completely designed by the time parts
We will examine modeling data for various orbits need to be ordered, nor are the subcontractors who build the

using modeling software' and compare this with actual subsystems always privy to a complete system level radiation
satellite flight results. In particular, we will discuss the analysis. This leaves component and box level shielding as an
contributions of trapped protons to total dose and the option that the system and subsystem designer can control.
effectiveness of shielding.

Shielding spacecraft electronics from protons has
NTRODUCTION received increased interest recently because of the desire by

many of the planned satellite constellations to fly in the proton
In the Jast decade the space community has seen a belts and the question of solar flare survival in all orbits. This

change from the dominance of a few countries with a focus on paper will address the effectiveness of shielding against
military applications to a worldwide involvement of an protons. Of particular interest is the effectiveness of shielding
increasingly commercial nature. Similarly, the components radiation down to levels that are within the tolerance of
used in satellites have evolved increasingly r the commercial Cs. This discussion will include secondary
traditional radiation hardened components to the use of effects from proton shielding and their overall contribution to
commercial silicon electronics. Using commercial electronics the transported total dose. Although the effectiveness of
requires radiation characterization and generally some form of shielding electrons will be briefly be discussed in reference to
radiation analysis and mitigation for the intended application. the total ionizing dose behind an amount of shielding, the
In this case the satellite designer is trading the known principal focus will be on protons.
radiation tolerance characteristics of a radiation hardened IC
for the higher performance and lower cost of a commercial IC. For package-level shielding, physical space is

particularly limited. There is an advantage for using higb-Z
One of the principal mitigation schemes for total material for localized shielding, compared to standard material

ionizing dose (TID) involves using a combination of analysis such as Al or Kovar, because of the increased density and
consequent increased effective shielding thickness for a givenof the radiation environment and part placement in the satellite

with sielding at the part level. In this case, the orbital thickness. The shielding effectiveness of high-Z material for
radiation environment is modeled to produce a dose versus electrons is well established. In the space environment,
shielding depth analysis. The intended ICs are characterized energetic protons are also a major contributor to ionizing dose,
by TID testing, typically using gamma radiation from a Co-60 as well as displacement damage. While the shielding

improvement for high-Z material is not as large for protons as
source. Generally an estimated satellite shielding is then used for electrons, there is nonetheless significant improvement.
to deter-mine if the IC will meet the mission requirement using For example, in a 2000 km circular orbit with 60 degree
the dose-depth curve. At this point the pan will either meet inclination, the severe proton environment from the trapped
the mission requirement or will require additional radiation
mitigation. belts wou)d result in a dose to Si of 9.49E5 rad(Si) per year

for a thin shield of I mm Al. For a 100 mil Al shield, the
The mitigation approach discussed in this paper is the annual dose is reduced to 3.14E4 rad(Si) and for 100 mil W

use of localized shielding. Shielding can be used in a variety shield the dose is 1.35E4 rad(Si) a reduction by a factor of
of ways. There is shielding from the satellite skin, box level 0.43.
shielding, other components and fally part level shielding.
A component can be placed deep inside a satellite, using other II. MODEUNG
components and systems for shielding. Unfortunately, the

The shielding improvement is due primarily to two

Space Radiation 40 and TRAM. factors - proton stopping power is larger in high-Z material
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compared to low-Z material and 2 more high-Z material can AI to stopping power in W. The stopping power is higher in
be utilized in a given thickness because of the higher density. 'W than in Al by a factor 3 to in the energy range of protons
Figure -a shows the stopping power of protons in Al versus that reach the interior of spacecraft. Consequently, fewer
proton energy and Figure I-b compares the stopping power in protons will reach the target Si die for the high-Z shield.
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Figure 1. Proton stopping power versus energy and ratio of proton stopping power in W to Al versus energy.
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Figure 2 Proton energy spectra and annual dose for various shields in a typical orbit within the proton belts.

As proton energy decreases, stopping power the effectiveness of shielding since the stopping power ir
increases through the Bragg peak, as illustrated in Figure I - the target (Si) increases at lower energy.
a. However, average energy of the proton spectra increase
with increasing shield thickness, as shown in Figure 3 An additional shielding consideration is tht
which compares the spectra for a nearly unshielded case (I isotropic nature of protons in space. The slant range due tc
mil Al) to 100 mils of Al and 100 mils of W. For the high- isotropic proton incidence 1/ cosE) effect) results in higher
Z case, we see a hardening of the spectrum and fewer effective shield thickness for most of the incident protons.
protons in the lower energy range. The reduction of
protons in the lower energy range is an important factor in
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Differential Proton Energy Spectrum 1.25 mm Al component box plus SEi's thinnest RAD-
PAKTm package. The lower energy protons (<IO MeV) are

the primary constituents of the proton spectrum. It can be
1.00E+12 i mil Al seen that although I mm of Al attenux the lower energy

1.00E+1 1 proton component and reduces the dose by 3 orders of
magnitude, additional shielding, represented by the RPI

WE+10 case, reduces the total-dose further. In shielding

commercial electronics, small improvements in shielding
1,1 ODE409 effectiveness often make the difference between part

lbo rnii w
::� � acceptance and rejection.
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Proton Energy (M*V) CRRES experimental flight data will be presented

for parts with and without SEi's RAD-PAKTm shielding

package. The K mini-satellite program STRV-Ic/d,

Figure . Proton energy spectra for protons at 2000 m x scheduled to fly this year, has a controlled flight

2000 kni, 60 degree orbit behind various shields. experiment that will be used to validate RAD-PAKIm.
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